Is boldness a resource-holding potential trait? Fighting prowess and changes in startle response in the sea anemone, *Actinia equina*
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Contest theory predicts the evolution of a stable mixture of different strategies for fighting. Here, we investigate the possibility that stable between-individual differences in startle-response durations influence fighting ability or 'resource-holding potential' (RHP) in the beadlet sea anemone, *Actinia equina*. Both winners and losers showed significant repeatability of pre-fight startle-response durations but mean pre-fight startle-response durations were greater for eventual losers than for eventual winners, indicating that RHP varies with boldness. In particular, individuals with short startle responses inflicted more attacks on their opponent. Both repeatability and mean-level responses were changed by the experience of fighting, and these changes varied with outcome. In losers, repeatability was disrupted to a greater extent and the mean startle-response durations were subject to a greater increase than in winners. Thus, following a fight, this behavioural correlate of RHP behaves in a way similar to post-fight changes in physiological status, which can also vary between winners and losers. Understanding the links between aggression and boldness therefore has the potential to enhance our understanding of both the evolution of animal personality and the 'winner and loser effects' of post-fight changes in RHP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Contest behaviour occurs when two or more individuals directly interact during competition over the ownership of a resource and victory in a fight is typically determined by persistence, so that the encounter ends when one individual (the loser) decides to withdraw from the contest and relinquish the resource [1]. An individual’s ability to persist in a fight (i.e. its fighting ability) is referred to as its 'resource-holding potential' (RHP). The loser might make the decision to withdraw based only on its own ‘absolute’ RHP or, if information about the opponent is available, on its RHP relative to that of the opponent [2]. For fights settled by both types of decision, a range of both morphological and physiological traits have been shown to differ between the winners and losers of fights, indicating that these traits reflect RHP [3]. Thus, the evolution of traits such as large body size or mass (see Arnott & Elwood [2] for a review), well-developed musculature [6] and high performance capacities [7,8] can be explained by the need to win fights over access to critical resources. While morphological traits are not expected to change as a result of recent experience of a fight, an individual’s physiological state can change dramatically as a result of recent fight experience and these changes can differ markedly between winners and losers (see Briffa & Sneddon [9] for a review). Such physiological consequences of fighting might lead to post-fight changes in behaviour and could explain ‘winner and loser’ effects, whereby RHP is altered as a result of experiencing a particular fight outcome [10–12].

Recently, much interest has focused on ‘animal personality’, the concomitant presence of (i) between-individual differences in behaviour (i.e. ‘inter-individual variation’ [13]) and (ii) relative consistency in these differences (i.e. ‘intra-individual stability’ [13,14]) over time [15] and/or ecological ‘situations’ [16]. Animal personality, defined thus, has been demonstrated in a wide range of phyla including chordates [17], arthropods [18], molluscs [19], cnidarians [20]; and both fighting [1] and personality [17] are widespread across animal taxa. Animal personality may also involve stable correlations between behaviours that are expressed under different functional ‘contexts’ and the phrase ‘behavioural syndromes’ has been used to describe such correlated suites of behaviour [16].

In the context of aggression, the Hawk–Dove game [21] shows how, under certain conditions, natural selection can result in evolutionarily stable alternative strategies of violent ‘hawkish’ behaviour and the ‘dove-like’ use of agonistic displays. The central premise of evolutionary game theory is negative frequency-dependent selection and this idea has recently been invoked more generally [22] (and in the specific context of sexual selection [13]) to offer a potential explanation for the presence of consistent inter-individual differences in behaviour. Indeed, a recent study on the swordtail *Xiphophorus helleri* demonstrates the presence of consistent between-individual differences in aggressiveness [23]. The presence of ‘behavioural syndromes’ has meanwhile been explained in...
terms of mechanistic links between behaviours that are displayed in different contexts [16]. For example, the correlation between boldness and aggressiveness in male sticklebacks (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*) might occur because steroid hormones produced in the testes influence responses to both predators and to rival conspecifics [24]. Regardless of the ultimate or proximate causal factors, both of these aspects of animal personality might be subject to change over time, either as a result of development [14] or as a result of experiencing specific events.

Inter-individual differences and intra-individual stability have been recently demonstrated in startle-response durations in the beardlet sea anemone, *Actinia equina*, under field conditions [20], a trait which is often described as ‘boldness’ [18,25,26]. Furthermore, aggressive behaviour in sea anemones has been well documented [27–34]. *Actinia equina* have recently been shown to settle fights using a decision rule based on ‘self-assessment’ [2], whereby an individual’s persistence in a contest is based on its own RHP but is not influenced by information about the RHP of the opponent [5]. Contests in *A. equina* occur over ownership of space on intertidal substrates, and involve the use of organelles called nematocysts [29,35,36]. When contact is made against the epithelium of another anemone, these inject a toxin, capable of causing localized tissue necrosis [37,38]. In *A. actiniae*, these are present in especially dense concentrations in specialized fighting tentacles called ‘acrorhagi’. After inflating its acrorhagi, an anemone will attempt to execute a manoeuvre called ‘overtopping’ in order to bring its acrorhagi into contact with the ectoderm of its rival [35]. A successful strike causes sections of the attacker’s acrorhagial ectoderm, termed ‘acrorhagial peels’ [36], to be left behind on the receiver of the attack. Not every encounter, however, involves the use of the acrorhagi and a proportion of fights are settled without injuries at the tentacular contact stage [5]. In fights that do not involve acrorhagial peels, overall body size appears to be the primary morphological feature determining whether the trait influences the outcome of an encounter [43]. As described in a recent study [3], the same question can be phrased in terms of asking whether initial startle responses (i.e. before entering the fight) vary with aggression (the number of peels inflicted on the opponent) during the fight and differ between eventual winners and losers of fights.

2. METHODS

(a) Collecting animals and obtaining startle-response durations

*Actinia equina* (*n* = 98) were collected intertidally from Mount Batten (Plymouth, UK; grid reference: SX 48500 53117) between June and July 2010 and transported to the laboratory within 2 h of collection. Only anemones of the red/brown colour morph from the mid/upper shore were used in this study because they have been shown to be more aggressive than green/orange morphs and individuals found on the lower shore [44]. In the laboratory, each anemone was placed on a flat stone and housed individually in a plastic tank containing 700 ml of aerated and filtered sea water at 15 ± 0.5°C. After each anemone had attached to its stone and extended its tentacles, we evoked the first startle response (‘pre-fight 1’) by rapidly discharging a 50 ml syringe filled with sea water into the oral disk from a distance of approximately 2 cm [20]. This caused anemones to retract their tentacles and the duration of the response was timed from the point at which the stimulus was applied to the moment at which the anemone re-opened its tentacles fully. The duration was recorded using a stopwatch and then converted into seconds prior to analysis. Care was taken to avoid direct contact between the syringe and any part of the anemone. This procedure was repeated 7 days after the initial stimulus to obtain a second startle-response duration (‘pre-fight 2’). During this 7 day period, the sea water was changed every 2–3 days and the anemones were fed aquarium marine fish flakes every 2–3 days. After 24 h, anemones were used in staged fights (see below) and then after a further 24 h, a third startle response (‘post-fight’) was obtained as above.

(b) Staging fights and obtaining morphological measures

Two anemones, size matched by visual estimation, were selected for each encounter. To check the effectiveness of this method of size matching, we calculated the Pearson’s correlation between the masses of the opponents, using the mass measurements obtained after the staged fights (see below for details of the method for obtaining mass...
measurements). The close correlation ($r_{x2} = 0.96$, $z = 13.3$, $p < 0.0001$) indicates that visual estimation was an effective means of matching opponents for size. Size-matched contests were staged in an attempt to standardize morphological variables that have previously been shown to influence fight outcomes [5]. Both individuals were placed into a new tank as described above, and the tank was placed behind the one-way mirror of an observation chamber. After 1 h, the two anemones were then moved to the centre of the tank such that they were in tentacle contact with each other. This was defined as the starting point of the fight and the fights were considered concluded when one of the contestants either moved away from its opponent by one pedal disk diameter (estimated visually) or retracted all of its tentacles for 10 min [5]. The contest duration was then back-calculated as the time from initial contact to the time at which the loser either first retracted its tentacles or first started moving away from the opponent. At the end of the encounter, the number of acrorhagial peels inflicted on each opponent was counted and fights were classified according to whether or not any peels were inflicted. Samples from acrorhagi that were not used in the contest (i.e. from the opposite side of the anemone to the side that was in contact with the opponent) of each individual were collected using forceps, spread on a glass microscope slide and stained using 1 per cent methylene blue solution [44]. Only undischarged nematocysts were measured because it has been shown that changes in length can occur after discharge [45]. The nematocyst lengths were measured using a binocular, confocal microscope (Leica MZ12) equipped with a Lumenera Infinity 1 camera connected to a computer. The nematocyst lengths were measured using point-to-point measurements (Lumenera INFINITY ANALYZE v. 5.0.3). The nematocyst length of an individual was defined as the mean of 10 randomly selected nematocysts. Following the collection of the acrorhagi, the anemones were placed on an aluminium foil tray, placed in an oven (approx. 65°C) and allowed to dry for 2 days. The dried anemones were weighed using a Fisherbrand PF-203 scale. Dry mass was used instead of wet mass because water volumes stored within the coelenteron may vary considerably between individuals [5].

(c) Statistical methods
To determine the repeatability (i.e. the intra-class correlation coefficient, ICC) of startle-response durations across the three occasions (pre-fight 1, pre-fight 2 and post-fight), we calculated ANOVA-based repeatability ($R_A$) [46], and its standard errors [47]. We determined $R_A$ for all individuals combined, for the eventual winners of fights only and for the eventual losers of fights only. To determine whether the experience of being in a fight caused a change in startle-response duration, whether any change in startle-response durations varied between the eventual winners and losers of the fights, and whether any changes were dependent on the aggressive behaviours that occurred during the fight, we used a two-within one-between repeated-measures ANOVA. This is an appropriate analysis for comparing measures taken from winners and losers from within the same fights [3]. The repeated measures were ‘occasion’ (pre-fight 1, pre-fight 2 and post-fight) and outcome (winner, loser), and the between-group factor was ‘type of fight’ (peels, no peels). To determine whether any post-fight changes in mean startle-response duration were responsible for differences in $R_A$ between winners and losers, we calculated a series of Pearson’s correlation coefficients ($r$), which provide an appropriate measure of repeatability for data obtained across two occasions [47]. We calculated $r$ for the correlation between pre-fight 1 and pre-fight 2, and for the correlation between pre-fight 2 and post-fight startle-response durations. These analyses were performed for all individuals combined, for the eventual winners of fights only and for the eventual losers of fights only. To determine which traits potentially linked to RHP differed between winners and losers, we performed a series of one-within, one-between repeated measures ANOVAs [3]. The repeated measure was outcome (winner and loser). Because the factors that influence fighting ability in *A. equina* have previously been shown to vary according to the type of fight that occurred [5], the between-group factor was ‘type of fight’ (peels and no peels). The dependent variables were mean pre-fight startle-response duration ((pre-fight 1 + pre-fight 2)/2), body mass and mean nematocyst length. A paired $t$-test was used to compare the number of peels received by winners and losers [5], and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated in order to determine whether the number of peels that an individual inflicted on the opponent varied with the average duration of that individual’s pre-fight startle responses.

3. RESULTS
(a) The effects of experiencing a fight on startle-response duration
Startle-response duration did not vary between anemones that engaged in the two types of fight ($F_{1,47} = 1.47$, $p = 0.23$), but winners had shorter responses than did losers ($F_{1,47} = 40.64$, $p < 0.0001$), and response durations increased between occasions ($F_{2,94} = 13.85$, $p = 0.0001$). There were significant two-way interactions between outcome and type of fight ($F_{1,47} = 4.1$, $p = 0.049$), occasion and type of fight ($F_{2,94} = 9.75$, $p = 0.0001$), and outcome and occasion ($F_{2,94} = 5.6$, $p = 0.005$). A significant three-way interaction ($F_{2,94} = 5.93$, $p = 0.004$) indicated that the greatest increase in startle-response duration occurred between the pre-fight 2 and post-fight occasions in anemones that lost fights in which there were acrorhagial peels (figure 1).

(b) Repeatability of startle-response duration
There was significant repeatability in startle-response duration for all individuals (winners and losers) combined ($R_A = 0.31 \pm s.e. = 0.06$; $F_{1,196} = 2.35$, $p < 0.0001$) and for winners only ($R_A = 0.45 \pm s.e. = 0.1$; $F_{48,98} = 3.47$, $p < 0.0001$), but not for losers ($R_A = 0.07 \pm s.e. = 0.02$; $F_{48,98} = 1.22$, $p = 0.2$). For all individuals (winners and losers) combined, there were significant positive correlations between pre-fight 1 and pre-fight 2 ($r_{46} = 0.7$, $z = 5.12$, $p < 0.0001$; figure 2a), and between pre-fight 2 and post-fight occasions ($r_{46} = 0.34$, $z = 3.43$, $p = 0.0006$; figure 2b). For winners only, there were significant correlations between pre-fight 1 and pre-fight 2 ($r_{47} = 0.7$, $z = 5.83$, $p < 0.0001$; figure 2a), and between pre-fight 2 and post-fight occasions ($r_{47} = 0.29$, $z = 2.03$, $p = 0.043$; figure 2b). For losers only, there was a significant correlation between pre-fight 1 and pre-fight 2 ($r_{47} = 0.64$, $z = 5.12$, $p < 0.0001$; figure 2a), but there was no significant correlation between

pre-fight 2 and post-fight occasions ($r_{47} = 0.18$, $z = 1.25$, $p = 0.21$; figure 2b).

(c) Differences between winners and losers

There was no difference in mean pre-fight startle-response duration between fights that did and did not involve peels ($F_{1,47} = 0.1$, $p = 0.8$), but pre-fight startle responses were of shorter duration in winners than in losers ($F_{1,47} = 11.5$, $p = 0.0014$; figure 1). There was no interaction effect between the outcome and the type of fight ($F_{1,47} = 0.001$, $p = 0.98$). There was no difference in mass between fights that did and did not involve peels ($F_{1,47} = 0.76$), but the mass of winners was greater than that of losers ($F_{1,47} = 13$, $p = 0.0008$).

There were no significant correlations between startle-response durations and mass (see electronic supplementary material). There was a non-significant trend for an interaction effect ($F_{1,47} = 3.4$, $p = 0.07$) caused by the difference in mass between winners and losers being more marked in fights that did not involve peels compared with fights that did involve peels. There was no difference in mean nematocyst length between fights that did and did not involve peels ($F_{1,47} = 0.3$, $p = 0.59$), nor between winners and losers ($F_{1,47} = 2.6$, $p = 0.12$), and there was no interaction effect between type of fight and outcome on mean nematocyst length ($F_{1,47} = 2.3$, $p = 0.14$). However, a paired $t$-test comparing mean nematocyst length in winners and losers indicated that, overall, winners had longer nematocysts than did losers ($t_{48} = 2.7$, $p = 0.009$). Winners inflicted more acrorhagial peels on their rival than did losers ($t_{48} = 9.3$, $p = 0.0001$) and, among all individuals, there was a strong negative relationship between the mean duration of the pre-fight startle-response durations and the number of peels inflicted on the opponent ($r_{46} = -0.31$, $z = 3.12$, $p = 0.0018$); when individuals that did not inflict peels on the opponent ($n = 57$; 45 losers plus 12 winners) were excluded from the analysis, the correlation remained significant ($r_{39} = -0.36$, $z = 2.3$, $p = 0.022$; figure 3).

4. DISCUSSION

In a recent study, we demonstrated high repeatability in the startle responses of $A. equina$ under field conditions [20]. This result was indicative of the presence of animal personality in sea anemones but it was also possible that some of the repeatability detected in the field was influenced by extraneous biologically relevant factors, such as differences in micro-habitats and recent experiences that were not controlled for, rather than the ‘internal factors’ that are normally considered to be responsible for animal personality [22]. The present study demonstrates significant repeatability under laboratory conditions, where environmental variables were controlled. Thus, animal personalities are indeed present in $A. equina$. Moreover, consistent variation in startle-response duration
is linked to the ability to inflict peels on the opponent and (as it differed between winners and losers [3]) to RHP.

In another recent study [5], we demonstrated that two morphological variables correlate with fighting success in *A. equina*. In fights with no acrorhagial stinging, body size is the key driver of RHP, whereas average nematocyst length is the key determinant in fights where only one individual stings. If both individuals inflict peels, however, then it is the opponent that receives the greatest number of peels that makes the decision to withdraw from the contest. Thus, the ability to attack the opponent with the acrorhagi influences the chance of winning in these contests. This behavioural measure of performance during the fight is analogous to the trait of ‘aggressiveness’ that has been described in diverse animal taxa including several fish species (see Conrad et al. [48] for a review); tortoises, *Eurotestudo boettgeri* [41]; house crickets, *Acheta domestica* [49]; and social sea anemones, *Anthopleura elegantissima* [30]. Here, we show that a similar measure in *A. equina* is inversely proportional to the mean duration of startle responses measured prior to the fight. Although the agonistic behaviour of the opponent might be expected to modify a focal individual’s ability to inflict peels, this key determinant of agonistic success is linked to consistent between-individual differences in startle-response duration. This is similar to the result recently reported for *X. helleri* [23] that consistent between-individual differences in aggressiveness do not preclude the possibility of plasticity in aggressiveness dependent on the RHP of the opponent.

Winners were bolder than losers in terms of showing shorter startle-response durations. In the case of large body size, muscles or weapons, or high energy reserves, the contribution of these traits to fighting prowess seems obvious. Further studies are required to determine exactly how high boldness might contribute to RHP, but one possibility is that individuals that are quick to recover from a perturbation might have greater opportunities for using their acrorhagi to attack their opponent during a contest, as evidenced by the significant inverse association between startle-response duration and peels inflicted.

Variation in personality was not limited to differences in mean-level responses. When repeatability was calculated across all three occasions, although significant, it was lower than the range reported when anemones were startled over three occasions in the field (0.31 compared with 0.62–0.9 *in situ* [20]). However, the correlation-based repeatability between the two pre-fight startle-response durations only was 0.64 for eventual losers of fights and 0.7 for the eventual winners, such that in the absence of fighting, repeatability estimates in the laboratory were within the range of those obtained under field conditions. When consecutive measures of startle-response duration were interrupted by a fight, this high repeatability was reduced for winners (0.29) and there was no significant repeatability in the case of losers. Thus, the presence of fighting, especially for losers, appears to disrupt the rank-order of individual startle-response durations. In addition to this post-fight change in repeatability, there was an increase in mean level startle-response duration, particularly in individuals that lost a fight involving acrorhagial stinging. It was these individuals that received the greatest number of stings during the fight.

While these fight experiences influence subsequent boldness, we have yet to investigate the effects of fighting experience on subsequent fighting behaviour and RHP. However, the post-fight change in startle-response duration indicates that at least one correlate of RHP changes as a result of being in a fight. Moreover, for individuals that lose the fight, startle responses are of longer duration compared with the duration before the fight. As short startle responses are associated with high aggressiveness and with winning, it is reasonable to hypothesize that this change might lead to a reduction in aggressiveness and in RHP during subsequent fights. It is not yet clear why receiving injuries leads to an increase in the duration of post-fight startle responses, but one possible explanation is that increased caution would be beneficial in the presence of hostile competitors, as a strategy for avoiding further injuries. In the current study, we did not assess the longevity of this change in mean startle-response duration or post-contest repeatability in startle-response duration (rather, we assessed repeatability prior to the contest and repeatability of responses on either side of the contest). It is clear, though, that in addition to animal personality, *A. actinia* show behavioural plasticity in response to engaging in fights, particularly if these fights are highly escalated and involve damage. Studies on a range of taxa [18,23,50] have shown that personality and behavioural plasticity are not mutually exclusive. Thus, post-fight changes in behaviour might contribute to winner and loser effects in other animals where personality is present, and the possibility of causal links between post-fight changes in animal personality and winner and loser effects warrants further investigation.
Here, we have demonstrated that a measure of boldness that shows high within-individual consistency prior to fights changes as a result of the experience of being in a fight. Changes in both mean-level responses and in the stability of differences between individuals are particularly marked in the losers of fights. The pattern of variation in boldness between individuals that experience different fight outcomes shows marked similarities to variation in the physiological correlates of RHP, where a range of factors have been shown to differ between winners and losers [9,11]. Indeed, startle responses and other correlates of RHP (e.g. investment in weapons, mass and energetic status) might be regulated by common physiological mechanisms. The potential for such links has been documented in previous studies [24], and here we show for the first time that boldness can be an RHP trait; not only did startle responses vary between outcomes, but these consistent between-individual differences in boldness varied with fighting prowess (the ability to inflict peels on the opponent) in Actinia equina. In a recent review, it was argued that sexual selection could contribute to the evolution of animal personality [13]. The fact that boldness can influence RHP indicates that selection for high RHP could also play a role in the evolution of intraspecific variation in behaviour.
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